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About Quality Energy
Quality Energy is an Australian power quality
solutions provider and energy efficiency solutions
manufacturer. Founded in 1989, the company was
one of the first local companies to offer specialised
power quality solutions to electricity-dependent
operators in Australia and abroad.

Quality Energy solves the problem of ever-
increasing energy costs and inconsistent,
unreliable power supply.

Today, Quality Energy is the industry leader of
energy solutions with a team of highly specialised
electrical engineers and industrial electricians,
complete with our own equipment manufacturing
hub in Victoria.

Our dedication to delivering high quality electrical
equipment and excellent customer service has
made us a market leader in the field, trusted by
some of Australia’s biggest companies.

Our Clients

Awards and Accreditations



What are Harmonics?
Harmonic voltages (harmonics) have the potential
to cause equipment malfunction, overheating and
hardware damage. They are a result of the
distortion of normal electrical current that is caused
by non-linear electrical loads. These non-linear
power supplies draw current in high-amplitude
short pulses that create significant distortion in the
electrical current and voltage wave shape, also
known as harmonic distortion. Harmonic distortion
is measured as total harmonic distortion (THD). 

The distortion travels back into the power source
and can affect other equipment connected to the
same source. Most power systems will experience
problems when harmonics become a significant
component of the overall load.

Problems Caused by Harmonics
Harmonic voltages in electricity supply can cause equipment and machinery to behave erratically or
entirely malfunction. However, it can go completely undetected and misdiagnosed.

Cause Effect Problems

Rise of the total current
harmonic distortion
(THDi%).

Current increase in
conductors, temperature
increase in conductors,
possible insulation loss in
conductors, malfunction
in PLC.

Economic losses due to
production downtimes.

Unwanted tripping of
circuit breakers and
residual current devices.

Power cuts in production
lines.

Economic losses due to
production downtimes.

Increase in transformer
temperature.

Premature ageing of
the transformer. Extra costs in maintenance.

Decrease in UPS
performance. Need to expand UPS.

Installation extra costs and
risk of production
downtime and data loss.

Decrease in motor
performance.

Premature ageing of
motors. Extra costs in maintenance.
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Active Harmonic Filter (AHF)
Active Harmonic Filters (AHF) are filters and a
perfect comprehensive solution to power quality
problems with the grid such as harmonics,
reactive power, and three-phase load imbalance.
Active Harmonic Filters can be used to filter out
harmonics in the power system which are
significantly below the switching frequency of the
filter. Active Harmonic Filters are used to filter out
both higher and lower order of harmonics in an
electrical system.

How Active Harmonic Filters Work
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Quality Energy's 
Active Harmonic
Filter in Action

In this Active Harmonic Filter use
case scenario, the Total Harmonic
Distortion (THDi) for three phases
at the site is 15%. After installing
and commissioning Quality
Energy's Active Harmonic Filter, the
THDi was reduced to 3%. This
represents a significant reduction
in harmonics.

Harmonics before and after Active Harmonic Filter
installation

Current waveform before and after Active Harmonic
Filter installation

Case Study
Pro Electrical

Outcomes

Quality Energy was engaged to design, install and
commission a power quality solution for Parramatta Aquatic
Centre. Taking into account the site space, energy demand
and harmonic levels from various demand-intensive
equipment such as hydraulic VSD pumps, heater elements
and pool equipment, Quality Energy recommended the
hybrid AHF-SVG.

Equipment: Quality Energy Hybrid AHF-SVG
System size: 1 x 100A + 70kVAr  |  1 x 75A + 50kVAr

The single-cabinet design of the AHF-SVG is optimised for a
single supply and delivers a cost-efficient, yet advanced
harmonic and reactive power compensation.



What Our Client Says
"In early 2020, our site in Thomastown was
experiencing power quality issues affecting our
critical manufacturing equipment. After
contacting Quality Energy and having them
conduct a Power Quality study, it was determined
that we required a 200A Active Harmonic Filter to
help eliminate our harmonic pollution and
protect our entire infostructure. Quality Energy
designed, installed, and now maintains our Active
Harmonic Filter, and we have had a clean bill of
health since the installation took place."

-Rupe Virk, Jalplas



Our Active Harmonic Filter has high
input impedance and very low output
impedance, so it has good isolation
performance, and there is no
impedance matching requirement
between any of the levels.
It is easy to make a filter with
continuously adjustable cut-off
frequency or centre frequency and
easy to adjust.
If potentiometers and variable
capacitors are used, the frequency
accuracy of the Active Harmonic Filter
can easily reach 0.5%.
No inductor required. The AHF is small
size and lightweight. This advantage is
even more prominent in the case of
low frequency.
Designing an Active Harmonic Filter is
more flexible than designing an LC
filter, and voltage gain can also be
obtained.

Main Features

capability of filtering out 2nd~51st
harmonics
selection of harmonics 2nd~51st
harmonics
harmonic attenuation factor better
than 97.5%
desired harmonic levels can be preset
for each selected harmonic.

Harmonic Filtering Efficiency
The Active Harmonic Filters have high
filtering efficiency due to the following
features:

Reactive Power Compensation
AHF can perform precise stepless reactive
power compensation of both inductive and
capacitive loads. The target cos φ is
programmable from 1.0 (inductive) to 1.0
(capacitive) which makes AHF an alternative
to a conventional capacitor banks.
Moreover, this allows compensation of loads
fed by generators without the risk of
overcompensation. In addition, capacitive
loads can also be compensated.

Load Balancing
This feature is available in both 3-wire and
4-wire systems between phases and
between phase and neutral. It helps to
improve current and voltage imbalance on
the phases and reduction of neutral current
which increases the safety of the installation
and allows sensitive loads to operate.

Quality Energy Active Harmonic Filter
Technical Features and Key Benefits

Note: The Active Harmonic Filter is an electrical equipment for commercial/industrial purpose and requires installation in a
suitable environment to ensure optimal performance. A climate-controlled environment free from excessive dust and dirt
is ideal. We strongly suggest against installing the equipment outdoors in a direct sunlight exposure environment. This
equipment can withstand temperatures up to 55°C. However, prolonged operation above 35°C will shorten its lifespan.
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Active Harmonic
Filters Specifications
Quality Energy’s Active Harmonic Filters
are engineered with premium-grade
components that have been proven
over time to deliver greater results and
reliability.



QE-AHF 400 30 4LR

Electrical Specifications

Electrical Connection 3-Phase 3 Wire 3-Phase 4 Wire

Rated Voltage 400V ±15%

Rated Frequency 50/60Hz ±5%

Compensation Mode
Harmonic compensation

Reactive power compensation 
3-phase imbalance compensation

Harmonics Filtering Effect Typically, THDi ≤5% at rated load

Filter Range 2nd - 25th order 2nd - 51st order

Rate of Harmonic Reduction ≥ 97.5% (For typical harmonic order distortions)

Target Power Factor Adjustable from -1.0 to +1.0

3-Phase Load Balancing Effect ≤ 5%, Mitigate negative and zero sequence

Neutral Filtering Capacity 3 times the rated filter current (4-wire filter)

Reactive Power Compensation
Capability Both inductive and capacitive reactive power compensation

3-phase imbalance performance <5%

Imbalance Correction Capability Mitigate negative and zero sequence

Overall Response Time ≤ 5ms

Initial Response time ≤ 50us

Thermal Loss ≤ 2.0% of rated capacity (kVA)

Output Current Limitation Automatic (100% rated capacity)

Switching/control frequency 25.6kHz

Control Technology

Human Machine Interface (HMI) 203mm x 149mm (touched and colourised LCD screen)

Topology 3 Level IGBT

Control Algorithm Intelligent FFT, Self-adaptive control algorithm (ADALINE), fast Fourier (FFT) and instantaneous
reactive power algorithm

Controller DSP+FPGA

Control Connection Fiber or electrical connection

Communication Protocols RS485 Ethernet and RS485

Physical Specification

IP Grade of Cabinet IP20 (wall-mounted); IP30/IP54 (floor-standing)

Cooling Method Speed regulation intelligent air cooling PWM Fans

Noise Level <60db (<45db during low-speed operation)

Protection Hardware protection, Software protection

Environment Requirement

Ambient Temperature -20~55℃

Relative Humidity 0~95%

Altitude ≤ 2000 at rated capacity; appropriately reduce the capacity if it is > 2000(1% derating per 100m)

Heat Losses 1.732kW per 100A 1.386kW per 100A

Active Harmonic Filter
QE-AHF
Model Description

Factory Code

Rated Voltage
400Vac

Rated Capacity
30Amp, 100Amp.

400Amp

4L: 3-Phase 4 Wire
3L: 3-Phase 3 Wire

F: Cabinet
W: Wall-mounted

Module

54

IP Rating
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3-Phase, 3 Wire

Current Rating 50A 70A 100A 150A

IP Rating IP20

Approximate Dimension in mm 
(H x W x D) 720 x 440 x 158 850 x 520 x 256

Approximate Weight (kg) 36 51

3-Phase, 4 Wire

Current Rating 15A 25A 50A 60A 75A 100A 125A 150A

IP Rating IP20

Approximate Dimension in mm 
(H x W x D) 500 x 360 x 165 700 x 565 x 190 770 x 565 x 290

Approximate Weight (kg) 11 15 30 35 50 54 57
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Active Harmonic Filter
Wall Mount
QE-AHF

Please note the height includes connection enclosures which may or may not be required.

Dimensions

Structure Design



3-Phase, 3 Wire / 3-Phase, 4 Wire

Current Rating 50A 100A 150A 200A 250A 300A 350A 400A

IP Rating IP30/54

Approximate Dimension in mm 
(H x W x D) 1350 x 1000 x 800 1950 x 1000 x 800

Approximate Weight (kg) 220 275 325 400

Active Harmonic Filter
Freestanding
QE-AHF

Dimensions
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Structure Designs

3-Phase, 4-Wire

Custom sizes, configurations and cabinets available upon request.

3-Phase, 3-Wire



Harmonic mitigation, reactive power
compensation and load balancing in a
single solution.
Single cabinet, meaning single supply and
a reduction in installation costs.
Up to four modules in a cabinet in any
combination.
IP30 and IP54 as standard.

Main Features

Quality Energy Hybrid Solutions
Harmonic Filtering and Static Var Generation
Power factor displacement and current distortion are two critical indicators of the grid power quality.
However, the ever-increasing deployment of high-power converters in industrial applications cause
the grid's power quality to deteriorate. Although Active Harmonic Filter (AHF) alone can address both
the low power factor issue and the high current distortion issues of power quality, AHF can be an
expensive solution to mitigate multiple power quality problems. Therefore, Quality Energy is pleased
to offer an economical hybrid solution combining the AHF and SVG features.

Industries having VFD and inverters, UPS, etc.
Industries having textile, paper, etc.
Steel
Automobile
Data centres
Hospitals
Solar generation farms
Windmills

Applications

Quality Energy manufactures all our
power quality equipment in our
manufacturing hub at Moorabbin,
Victoria. We partner with premium
electrical components manufacturers
who are leaders in the field, enabling
the creation of a new generation of
Quality Energy Active Harmonic Filters
that are flexible yet do not compromise
on performance.
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Our products are proudly
made in Australia, utilising
exceptional technology from
around the world.



Automotive Manufacturing
Most of the reactive power compensation in the automobile manufacturing
industry has high requirements for the response speed of the device.
However, the traditional capacitance compensation device is sometimes
difficult to meet such high-precision and high-speed reactive power
compensation requirements. Quality Energy’s Active Harmonic Filter system
has a dynamic response speed of less than 5ms, which can adjust the
reactive power quickly.

Applications

Data Centre
Data centre often experience low power factor as a result of using high-
frequency UPS during operations. By utilising an AHF system, capacitive and
inductive reactive power compensation can be performed quickly and
accurately, allowing the AHF to stabilise bus voltage and improve the
power factor. Additionally, AHF can effectively address reactive power
issues, resulting in improved energy efficiency and productivity for data
centre.

Heavy Industrial Load
Many industries with high energy usage, such as iron and steel metallurgy
and petrochemicals, contribute significantly to the country's overall
electricity demand. Large industrial users typically have their own power
grid systems and use power factor and quality control technologies. AHF
is a technology used to provide comprehensive compensation for the
internal power grids of these large users to meet power factor and quality
requirements, while also offering benefits for energy conservation and
consumption reduction.

Semiconductor Industry
The third harmonic in most semiconductor industries is a very serious
issue, due to the large number of single-phase rectifier equipment used in
enterprises. The third harmonic is a zero-sequence harmonic, which
gathers in the neutral line. This leads to excessive pressure on the neutral
line and even sparking. SVG and AHF can effectively control harmonics
and avoid the hidden dangers of third harmonics, therefore improving
production safety.

Petrochemical industry
Due to production needs, there are a large number of pump loads in the
petrochemical industry. Many pump loads are equipped with frequency
converters. Currently, most of the inverter rectification links use 6 pulses to
convert AC to DC, so the harmonics generated are mainly 5th, 7th, and 11th
harmonics. The main hazards arise from power equipment and deviations
in measurement. SVG and AHF can solve this problem.
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World-Class Energy
Efficiency Solutions
Tailored to Your Needs.

Power Quality
• Power Factor Correction
• Active Harmonic Filter
• Power Quality Audit

Renewable Energy
• Commercial Solar
• EV Charger Installations

Power Factor Correction
Servicing
Active Harmonic Filter
Servicing
Solar Maintenance
Preventative Maintenance

Service and Maintenance

Explore our full suite of products and solutions at qualityenergy.com.au



enquiries@qualityenergy.com.au
1800 736 374
27 Roberna Street, Moorabbin Vic 3189
qualityenergy.com.au
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